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Abstract: 
 
Delta Dairy S.A., the Greek leader of the fresh dairy products industry, has always been operating 
according to the Greek legislation and the EU standards, concerning the temperatures of the dairy 
products it produces and delivers to the consumers. The company decided to implement a distribution 
temperatures monitoring system, in order to measure and to improve its distribution channels 
effectiveness and to obtain a valuable competitive advantage towards the competition. In addition, the 
company foresaw the European legislation, which will obligate food manufacturers to implement this 
kind of systems in the future, and wanted to be prepared and well trained.  
 
Delta Dairy’s Logistics department was assigned with the task of selecting and implementing a 
temperature monitoring system. The first system was implemented in 1997 and worked for three years. 
It provided important data, which lead the Logistics department to import new trucks to the 
distribution fleet, with equipment capable enough to operate in the temperature harsh Greek 
environment, especially during the summer months. 
 
In 2000 the Logistics department proposed the shift to a new technology system, which would perform 
as a reporting tool but also as a decision one. The system operates without problems until now and 
controls Delta Dairy’s parked vehicles’ temperature data in the depots of Athens and Thessalonica, 
and also the delivery temperatures of the trucks during the day. It is a fast and accurate system, which 
ensures the quality of the dairy products throughout the delivery channels.  
 
The results of the temperature monitoring systems are outstanding. The “Out of Range” delivery 
temperatures are decreasing approximately by 20% every year, providing Delta Dairy S.A. with a 
major quality assurance tool and a big competitive advantage.  Additionally, quality control became a 
strong element of company’s logistics mentality, which drives every agent and employee towards the 
protection of the products’ high quality. 
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The Company 
 
Delta Dairy S.A. integrates the Group's business activity in the fresh dairies (fresh white and chocolate 
milk, dairy desserts and yogurt) and beverages (fresh fruit-based juices) categories. 
Since 2000, the company operates as an independent business entity with a shareholding structure in 
which DELTA HOLDING S.A. owns a 70% controlling stake and its strategic partner Danone the 
remaining 30%. In February 2005, Delta Holding S.A. signed a Heads of Agreement for the 
acquisition of Danone's minority participation of 30% in Delta Dairy S.A.  
 
Delta Dairy S.A. is a leader in the Greek food industry and ranks: 
 

• Number 1 in the domestic fresh milk segment, with 41% market share 
• Number 1 in the fresh chocolate milk segment, with 55% market share 
• Number 2 in the yogurt and fresh dairies segment with 30% of the market 
• Number 1 in the refrigerated fresh juices segment with 65% of the market. 



The company runs two ultra modern production facilities, a milk and juice manufacturing plant at 
Tavros-Athens, a yoghurt and fresh dairy products manufacturing plant at Agios Stefanos-Athens. It 
also runs several milk collection centers and a strong sales and distribution network. In addition, Delta 
Dairy S.A. owns two more companies: a) Eurofeed S.A. that produces and trades in high quality cattle 
food and b) the recently acquired Charalambides Dairies Ltd., the biggest Cyprus’ dairy company. 
 
Its first objective is to offer Greek consumers the opportunity for health and wellness throughout all 
the many stages of their life. This imperative stems from Delta’s underpinning corporate values. Delta 
Dairy’s second objective is to actively participate in the shaping of the European market, which, as a 
result of today's globalized economy, modern life style and new eating habits, is the vital space for its 
products, its technologies, its customers and competitors. 
 
The Logistics Department 
 
Delta Dairy’s Logistics Department is responsible for the operation of the three distribution centers at 
Athens and Thessalonica and also for the transportation and distribution of ready products. 
Furthermore, it runs the raw milk bulk transportation from the milk collection centers to the 
company’s plants.  
 
The Logistics Department has three main segments, the Distribution Centers Dept., the Distribution 
and Transportation Dept. and the Technical Dept, and one support department the Planning and 
Administration Dept. 
 
The distribution network is consisted of 190 city routes in Athens (operated by agents), 35 city routes 
in Thessalonica and 350 routes at the Greek province. Central agents throughout Greece are operating 
the province routes. 55 vehicles supply the province agents, almost every day. 
 
The problem/opportunity 
 
The European Union did not obligate manufacturers of fresh dairy products to implement control 
systems for the monitoring of the air where these products are stored but requires products’ 
temperatures to be kept at 2-6o C. Although Delta Dairy S.A. had not any problems on maintaining the 
products’ temperatures at the desired levels, it has gone beyond that point and decided to improve its 
operations throughout the delivery and transportation channels. The main reason for this decision was 
the protection of its high quality products, given that potential high temperatures in the cold box create 
quality and ethical problems. The term “ethical” means that when milk is exposed at high temperatures 
or light it looses many of its nutritional components something that Delta Dairy wants to protect the 
consumers from. 
 
In 1997, mainly due to the facts that summer months in Greece have high environmental temperatures 
and that fresh dairy products are very sensitive, Delta decided to measure the effectiveness of its 
distribution channels. In addition, it approached the whole subject as a way on building a competitive 
advantage in the fresh dairy industry, in which no other company was able or willing to measure and 
control distribution temperatures. 
 
The solution/project 
 
The first major step towards the solution was the implementation of a temperature monitoring system 
on the company’s distribution and transportation channels, to measure the operation of the fleet and 
the temperature results. This system highlighted some minor temperature problems, and provided 
answers about why these problems existed. The sales points were too many and so the door openings 
at each point were resulting to refrigeration loss. In addition, the sales points were too close to each 
other so the refrigerating unit was not capable of lowering the air temperature during the small 
intervals from the one point to another. Consequently, the analysis showed that the trucks with old 



cooling boxes and units were more incapable of lowering the temperature to the desired levels, despite 
the efforts of the operators than the ones with relatively new equipment. 
 
The second step was the definition of the specifications of the equipment that the company was using 
for the transportation and the distribution of its products. In cooperation with the biggest suppliers of 
trucks, cooling boxes and refrigeration units the company highlighted the desired results of this 
equipment and proceeded to the renewal of its fleet. Special attention has been given to the cooling 
boxes and refrigeration units, for which the specifications were strict:  
 

1. Every box should be under 12 years of age and every box entering the company should be 
new and complying with the highest standards of the market. 

 
2. Every cooling unit entering the company should be new and appropriate for the Greek summer 

climate. This means that it should be able to lower the box air temperature at specific rates on 
small time periods, given the fact that the sales points were too close and the openings of the 
doors were too many. 

 
The last major step was the plan for the replacement of old trucks with new, helping the best operation 
of the refrigerating units, which receive power from the truck engine. 
 
The first temperature monitoring system 
 
A data logger is a device, which uses multiple sensor and monitors/stores measurable activities at an 
internal memory. A temperature data logger has either a built-in sensor (data logger in the cold box) or 
has one or more wired sensors in the cold box. The logger can measure air temperature, humidity, door 
openings, alignment, light etc. In nowadays, technologically improved data loggers have more features 
and capabilities than the older ones, giving by that way the ability of monitoring almost everything 
that can be measured. 
 
The first temperature data loggers were able to collect temperature and humidity data, providing the 
ability of controlling the critical distribution operation and were mounted in the cold boxes.  
 
The downloading of the data was achieved through the connection of palm top computers to the data 
logger. This operation was demanding the full occupation of two employees, who were downloading 
the data of each truck every fifteen days. The data loggers were operating on battery power, which was 
lasting for approximately two years and were significantly slow on downloading. Their data were 
passed to a PC, which was using a simple software program with few capabilities on reporting and 
analyzing.  
 
The data provided were not being used as a day-to-day decision making tool but as an image of the 
fleet temperature results and as a guide for actions to be taken on the future. The actions were reactive 
and few corrections could be done to the operation that was causing problems. Despite that, many 
answers were given by the data analysis and lead to the renewal of the fleet, something that proved to 
be critical for maintaining the desired quality standards of Delta Dairy S.A.  
 
New generation temperature RF monitoring system 
 
After three years of operation with the first temperature monitoring system, the need of the company 
for a new system arose. The increasing requests for compliance with standards as HACCP and ISO 
and the technological improvements at the logistics area lead the company to an exploration for new 
systems, which would work not only as reporting but also as decision-making tools.  
 
The selection of a completely new temperature monitoring system was one of the first thoughts. After 
a big period of studying and testing the company decided to change the old system with a “state-of-



the-art” one. This system is constituted of digital data loggers, communication antennas on the trucks, 
base antennas and PC software and hardware. 
 
New generation data loggers are much more helpful because they provide many data beyond 
temperature and humidity. The cooling units’ engine performance data and the openings of the rear 
doors are examples of the differentiated monitoring of critical factors that affect the operation of the 
whole cold chain.  
 
Simultaneously, high-end communication devices, based on satellite or mobile technology, are 
supporting the new data loggers. It is now a must for every monitoring package to provide real time 
data about the position, the speed, the status of the cargo and every other measurable issue that 
concerns the truck owner. A very basic feature is the alarming of problems directly to the base, so that 
a fresh or frozen cargo is not lost due to drivers’ negligence. 
 
Delta Dairy S.A. is now using new generation data loggers on the delivery and bulk transportation 
trucks of the ready products. The data loggers are being provided and supported by Thermo King, one 
of the biggest manufacturers of cooling units globally. The Thermo King Accutrac was the first new 
data logger type installed at 2000 and the type being installed currently is the Thermo King Transcan. 
The communication system that supports the data loggers is the Thermo King R:Com. The software 
was Thermo King’s Wintrak, which was changed to the faster and user-friendlier Fleetwatch. There is 
no need of human interference for “unloading” the data, which are being downloaded directly to the 
base server, through the truck’s antenna and the base antenna. Immediately after that the data are being 
analyzed and every truck that had a temperature problem during its distribution is separated from the 
others, for further analysis and reporting.  
 
The real time monitoring systems, using GSM and satellite communication was excluded because of 
the operating cost, which was very high at 2000, and the structure of the distribution network. This 
means that the agent operating the truck is highly concerned about the quality of his products and has 
the information he needs on the truck. The data loggers have displays and provide print outs that 
inform the agent when the temperature is high. So, he ends his distribution earlier, either by speeding 
up or by returning before he visits all the customers.  
 
Three different departments use the R:Com console on terminals. The two belong to the Logistics 
department and are the city networks department and the province transportation department. The third 
is the security department, which checks the loaded trucks during the night. The software provides the 
connection of all the depots over the Internet, allowing the control from any PC connected to the 
company’s network. It also has the ability of informing about alarms by e-mail or SMS messages.  
 
Selection of the new system 
 
The Logistics Planning & Administration department has carried out the Delivery Temperature 
Monitoring Project. The selection of the specific system was made after the evaluation of several 
systems in the Greek and European Market, which had to comply with the following specifications: 
 

1. Digital data loggers with display and printer 
2. Multiple analog and digital ports 
3. Wireless communication  
4. Internet based software 
5. Real time coverage of parking yards 
6. Easy training of operators 
7. After sales support 
8. Durability 
9. Software updates 
10. Price 

 



At the time of the selection only one system complied with all the requirements and therefore was 
finally selected. This was the Thermo King R:Com system. Even though it was the only adequate 
system some problems showed up during the pilot installations. The communication antennas were 
operating at 433 MHz on the radio frequency band, and much radio interference was causing 
communication faults. After this observation Thermo King and Blue Tree Systems (Thermo King’s 
strategic supplier of the system) changed the chip of the antennas to a new one, which operates at 2.4 
GHz. In addition, the new antenna operates at a spread spectrum frequency-hopping mode, which 
enables it to work with no interference and faulty signals. This also ensured Delta Dairy that no one 
can track down the communication frequency and either steals data or sabotages the system. The 
investment amount for the monitoring system and the hardware involved has been covered completely 
by Delta Dairy S.A. 
 
Old system vs. New  
 
The old data loggers were just recording the cooling box temperature at one specific point. The results 
of this operation were:  
 

1. Delays of the reporting system. The results were being reported after 45 days approximately. 
The actions were only reactive and most of the problematic cases could not be resolved.  

 
2. Loss of data on the reports. The loggers were shutting down due to battery exhaustion or due 

to failures. This information could not reach the manager’s office before the scheduled 
collection of the data was performed.    

 
3. Due to the existence of only one sensor in the cooling box of the truck the data were not 

robust. 
 

4. No alarming system was provided by the loggers themselves, leading to a blind management 
of this critical operation. 

 
The new data loggers resolved all the issues mentioned above by providing the following features: 
 

1. Wireless transfer of the data collected. The data of the small trucks (temperatures only), 
together with those of the bigger trailers (temperatures and refrigerating units operation), are 
being transmitted automatically. This resulted to a clear and instant image of the fleet and 
prevented big failures due to small malfunctions.  

 
2. The new data loggers have the ability of providing a print out of the delivery data to the 

customer, allowing him to check and ensuring that every product was carefully and properly 
transported. 

 
3. The data are being transmitted when the truck enters the plant yard, providing the full 

reporting of every day’s deliveries and results. 
 

4. The system is automatically checking the parked trucks in the yard every 2 minutes. The 
security department is assigned with the task of reporting any raise of the cooling boxes 
temperatures during the afternoon and night hours, providing a 24/7 monitoring.   

 
5. The system is providing an automatic screening of the trucks with bad results during their 

deliveries, under the parameters set by the operators. This procedure is saving 3 hours of labor 
every day. 

 
6. SMS and e-mail messages are provided in case of alarms, which need immediate actions. 

 
 



Information flow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
The information flow of the temperature monitoring is a very simple operation. The data are being 
processed by the server that receives them and are reported to the analyst who has the responsibility of 
controlling the system and the reports. He uses the system once more to define the trucks that had 
problems on their deliveries and to exclude the spare trucks that were not loaded on that day. Then he 
distributes the information by a simple e-mail to the sales supervisors. The supervisors communicate 
with the agents to illuminate the source of the problem and to proceed to any corrective actions 
needed. The analyst checks the problematic trucks again on the following day, to see if the problem is 
fixed and if not he reports it to the sales manager.   
 
The Results 
 
The results presented below do not reflect the situation of the long-range transportation trucks, since 
these trucks have a 0% out of range temperatures for the last ten years. This is due to the facts that the 
rear doors remain closed until the arrival of the truck to its destination and that the products are being 
loaded and unloaded on pallets, which makes the unloading faster than that of the city routes.  
 
Delta Dairy managed to control the delivery temperatures, by using the monitoring system mentioned 
above and the new trucks and equipment. The results of the first system were approximately a 40% 
decrease of the deliveries performed with temperatures out of range. A truck was considered as “Out 
of Range” when the air temperature of the cold box was above 12oC for more than 60 minutes. This 
was a very strict rule, considering that even if the temperature of the cold box reaches 12oC for 90 
minutes the actual maximum temperature of the products will remain under 6oC, which is the limit for 
fresh dairy products and juices.  
 
The installation of the improved data loggers, together with the supporting software, presented 
outstanding results, far beyond the expectations. As seen at the table below every year was better than 
the previous at an average rate of 20%. Furthermore, from years 2000 to 2004 the limit has been set to 
“10oC for 60 minutes”, since 12oC was considered as an easily achievable target. Moreover, the cold 
boxes maximum age has been set to 9 years, according to the A.T.P. directions (Agreement on the 
Transportation of Perishables). 
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Analysis of the data showed also the significant role that the rear curtain plays on maintaining the box 
air temperature, the way that the truck should be loaded to allow the air circulation in the box and 
other critical factors, which affect the box temperatures.  
 
A fact that deserves special statement is that the agents improved their results even before the 
installation of the new data loggers on their trucks. This happened due to the work of the Logistics 
department on informing and training the agents and employees on basic operational steps, in order to 
preserve the box air temperatures. Some points indicating the training are the following:  
 

• The refrigerating unit must operate during the whole delivery.    
• The unit must not operate when the rear doors are open or when someone is in the cold box. 
• The rear curtains must be in good condition.               
• The rear door must never be left open. 
• The thermostat of the unit must always be set to +2 oC, no more and no less.                     
• Advise the customers to keep the plastic crates away from the sun.           
• The rear door must seal and the rubber seals must be in good condition. 
• If air temperature reaches 8oC, the agent must either pause the distribution and operate the unit 

continuously until it returns to 6oC or end the distribution and return to the plant within one 
hour. 

 
The special training of the agents and employees is presented in this paper as a result of the system 
because its necessity was revealed only after the monitoring of the distribution process. 
 
Another result is that the correlation between different departments was facilitated by the system. 
Common targets have been set and total quality management started to be a shared value and effort. 
An example of these combined efforts is that the biggest third party logistics provider cooperating 
with Delta Dairy installed the same system to his fleet. When his trucks enter Delta Dairy’s depot the 
base server collects their data and checks if the transportation temperatures were within the limits. 
After 2004 the usage of similar systems by 3PLs who want to cooperate with Delta Dairy is a 
prerequisite. 
 



The distribution temperatures RF monitoring system is at this moment an indispensable element in 
Delta Dairy’s toolbox. In addition, it provides a stable platform on which other pilot RF systems 
monitor currently other fleet operations, fuel usage, maintenance issues etc. Delta Dairy S.A. is always 
moving on to strict rules and practices concerning the preservation of the quality, which is its core 
company value and one of its biggest competitive advantages. 


